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formation english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 27 2024

web noun uk fɔːˈmeɪ ʃ ə n us fɔːrˈmeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list c2 c the way something is naturally made or the
way it has been arranged a rock formation cloud formations c2

formation definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 26 2024

web 6 days ago   the formation of something is the starting or creation of it the formation of a new
government of synonyms establishment founding forming setting up more synonyms of formation 2
uncountable noun the formation of an idea habit relationship or character is the process of developing and
establishing it

formation definition meaning merriam webster Jan 25 2024

web 1 an act of giving form or shape to something or of taking form development 2 something that is
formed new word formations 3 the manner in which a thing is

formation definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 24 2023

web noun us fɔːrˈmeɪ ʃ ə n uk fɔːˈmeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list c2 c the way something is naturally made or the
way it has been arranged a rock formation cloud formations c2

formation definition meaning dictionary com Nov 23 2023

web noun the act or process of forming or the state of being formed the formation of ice synonyms
organization establishment the manner in which a thing is formed

formation definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 22 2023

web a formation is an arrangement of people or things planes flying in formation make a deliberate specific
pattern in the sky

formation definition of formation by the free dictionary Sep 21 2023

web n 1 the act or process of forming something or of taking form 2 something formed beautiful cloud
formations 3 the manner or style in which something is formed structure the distinctive formation of the
human eye 4 a specified arrangement or deployment as of aircraft troops or players on a sports team 5

formation meaning of formation in longman dictionary of Aug 20 2023

web formation meaning definition what is formation the process of starting a new organizati learn more
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formation noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 19 2023

web definition of formation noun from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary formation noun opal w
fɔːˈmeɪʃn fɔːrˈmeɪʃn uncountable the action of forming something the process of being formed the formation
of a new government evidence of recent star formation in the galaxy extra examples topics geography b2

formation definition usage examples dictionary com Jun 18 2023

web noun the act or process of forming or the state of being formed the formation of ice the manner in
which a thing is formed disposition of parts formal structure or arrangement
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